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Students must prove all of the theorems in this undergraduate-level text, which features
extensive outlines to assist in study and comprehension. Thorough and well-written, the
treatment provides sufficient material for a one-year undergraduate course. The logical
presentation anticipates students' questions, and complete definitions and expositions of topics
relate new concepts to previously discussed subjects.Most of the material focuses on point-set
topology with the exception of the last chapter. Topics include sets and functions, infinite sets
and transfinite numbers, topological spaces and basic concepts, product spaces, connectivity,
and compactness. Additional subjects include separation axioms, complete spaces, and
homotopy and the fundamental group. Numerous hints and figures illuminate the text.
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PrefaceThis book is designed primarily to serve as a basis for a course in topology in which the
students prove all or most of the theorems. As such, it can also serve as the basis for a lecture
course in which the instructor presents most of the results himself. Probably the best way to
use it is for a course conducted somewhere between these two extremes.It is not just an
outline. There is much discussion, as in a regular textbook, and a good deal of this discussion
is about how to prove the theorems and why they are important. In addition, some of the harder
theorems and examples are given rather complete outlines. For example, I do not think that it is
reasonable to expect an undergraduate student to come up with a proof of Urysohn's lemma or
the Tychonoff product theorem, nor do I expect that he would discover a (Hausdoff) completely
regular space that is not normal—and justify it—without some help. I have found when teaching
topology that a very effective method of getting students to understand difficult proofs (and,
incidentally, to see that not every proof can be dashed off in a few lines once the method is
discovered) is to give them the proof outright from a standard text, and to have them present it
completely and in detail in class. The outlines given here are an attempt to improve upon this
method.It is my hope that when this book is used as a basis for a course in which the students
present most of the proofs, it will alleviate some of the problems that beginning students have
with this way of teaching. For one thing, reading can be assigned and discussed. The student
is used to having something to read, and suddenly having nothing at all can be quite a blow.
Besides, it is unrealistic to force him to work in a vacuum. Professional mathematicians don't;
neither should the student. The problem up to now has been that anything that the student
might read at the beginning level contained too much—any supplementary text turned out to
be an answer book. This book solves that problem.Probably the biggest complaint about
teaching from an outline concerns content: it is said that the better students learn something
about how to do mathematics, but they do not learn much topology, and the average student
learns just about nothing. I do not agree with this complaint—not if the course is handled
properly—and this book is an attempt to give the beginning student (who, after all, has not had
much experience in doing mathematics on his own), something to hang onto until he develops
some confidence. Additionally, by relating new concepts to old ones and by spiraling back to
topics already covered, this book should help everyone come out of the course with a pretty
good foundation in topology, as well as with some experience in doing mathematics.The
question of exactly what a good foundation in topology is seems to be an open one. It is my
impression that many students come out of their first course in topology totally missing the



point, probably because most books try to be totally rigorous at all times, and will not allow any
hand-waving, even at the beginning, thus rendering themselves pretty trivial and pretty static.
Topology is anything but static, and most students have some idea of “rubber sheet geometry,”
but they usually do not see any in most first-year courses. Part of Chapter 3 is an attempt to
get the student to think topologically in terms of pictures, as most mathematicians do when
they do topology. Students should have a lot of fun with it, and hopefully, they will become
excited and curious enough to want to see more. In order to be able to present this “advanced”
material so early in the course, we are sometimes forced to resort to descriptions instead of
definitions, and some exercises begin with “convince yourself” instead of “prove.” The
difference is clearly pointed out, and the student is never asked to prove anything until a proof
is possible. (There is a recent calculus book which asks the reader to “prove” that a certain
function is continuous, without ever giving a definition of continuity.) Every theorem in this book
is indeed a theorem which can be proved.About content. Most of the material is standard point-
set topology (except, of course, for the last chapter) which, as Kelley says, is “what every
young analyst should know.” Continuity is emphasized throughout. The space of countable
ordinals is an important example in many cases, an example which is realistic and not “made
up” just to illustrate a particular point. However, not everyone will agree that undergraduate
students can understand this space at least as well as they understand the space of real
numbers, and those who do not can eliminate any discussion of ordinal numbers and still use
this book. Examples other than ordinal spaces are presented when it seems feasible, and it is
always clearly stated when a particular section, theorem, or example requires using the space
of countable ordinals. (Larger ordinals are not used at all.) Similarly, any discussion of product
spaces with infinitely many factors can be omitted (with the resulting loss of content, of course);
as with ordinals, places where infinite products are used or needed are clearly pointed out. The
student is constantly asked to establish examples of spaces that have the various properties
discussed, as well as examples of spaces that do not have the property. Before doing so, he is
always asked to “state precisely what it means” when a space does not have the property
under discussion, or when the particular property at hand does not hold. This serves two
purposes: first, he knows precisely what to look for in a counterexample, and, second, he
learns to work with mathematical phraseology and to appreciate the precision of a
mathematical statement.There is enough material here for a full year course. However, by
picking topics, one can construct a one-semester course as well. With the thought of
eliminating certain sections in mind, no topic is introduced solely in the exercises if it is to be
used later. Rather, if a topic is needed that was previously discussed in an exercise, it is
defined again, the relevant properties are pointed out again, and a reference to its initial
discussion is given so that the student can see how it arises naturally.A student who has had,
or is taking, a course in advanced calculus and who is willing to work should be able to handle
the material presented here, except for the last chapter, where a knowledge of elementary
group theory is required. It has been my experience that most students who take a course like
this one become very interested and are willing to work very hard indeed. As a result, they
learn a great deal about mathematics, and quite a bit of basic topology as well.

IntroductionTopology is sometimes called “rubber sheet geometry” because two objects are
said to be topologically the same if one can be stretched, shrunk, bent, or twisted to make it
look like the other (without overlapping itself or ending up being ripped apart). For example, a
triangle, a square, and a circle are all topologically the same:And all three figures are
topologically the same as a closed squiggle:But none of these four figures is the same as a



figure 8 or a straight line segment. (Why not?)Probably the most famous example in armchair
topology is that a doughnut and a coffee cup are topologically indistinguishable:(The doughnut
is solid; the indentation that we made in Step 2 is not cut out but instead is “punched” into it as
if it were made of clay. The original hole in the doughnut becomes the hole in the handle of the
cup.)Of course there is a lot more to topology than just turning lead into gold. It is a fascinating
and exciting subject and a very powerful one: some relatively difficult theorems from calculus,
for example, fall out as simple corollaries of relatively simple topological theorems (the
“intermediate value theorem,” for example, and the fact that a continuous function defined on a
closed interval attains both its maximum and its minimum). But it is more than a tool to prove
theorems that we already know; topology is one of the most interesting and important fields of
modern mathematics.This book is a brief introduction to topology. Also, it is probably unlike any
mathematics book that you have used before because it expects you to do mathematics
instead of just reading it. Very few theorems are proved in the book (although hints are given in
many cases); you are supposed to supply the proofs, even though they are usually not asked
for.Creating proofs and doing mathematics in general can be exciting and it can be fun, but it
can also be frustrating. This book attempts to maximize your enjoyment of mathematics and to
develop your skill in doing it, but it also necessarily maximizes the frustration involved in
learning the subject. Learning is not easy. It has been said that there is nothing more frustrating
than having a blank piece of paper in front of you and being expected to fill it with mathematics.
You will find that this is true. But it is also true that there are very few things as satisfying as
seeing the paper fill up with a good idea that is your own. As you work through this book, you
will undoubtedly experience both feelings. If, at the end, the satisfaction outweighs the
frustration, then the book will have done its job.A word about content is in order. The treatment
of sets, functions, and transfinite numbers in Chapters 1 and 2 is similar to that given to the
real line in most first-year calculus books. It is designed to give you a working knowledge of the
concepts involved; it is not a complete development of these concepts. If you get interested and
find that you want to pursue any of these subjects more deeply, the book Introduction to the
Foundations of Mathematics by Raymond L. Wilder ([18] in the bibliography) is an excellent
reference. However, you should not look in any other books for supplementary material about
any topic presented here until you have completely covered what we do with it. Looking up the
proofs is not the way to get the most benefit out of a book like this one.

Proofs in MathematicsA NOTE TO THE READERDespite what many students in first-year
calculus think, there is nothing mysterious about the proof of a mathematical theorem. The
proof simply shows how the conclusion of the theorem follows logically from the hypothesis. It
convinces anyone who reads and understands it that the theorem is true.There is a big
difference, though, between reading a proof and writing one; it is almost as big a difference at
times as there is between hearing a symphony and being Beethoven. (Not always and not
often, but sometimes.) Since the heart of this course is proving theorems, we discuss proofs a
little before we start.First of all, a proof should be written in good, clear language, using
complete sentences. It is not good style to write a proof in two columns, one for statements and
one for reasons. Of course a reason should be given for anything that is not obvious, but it
should be integrated into the proof with words like “since” and “because,” and not be set off to
the side somewhere. Also, you should not have to apologize for anything that you say: if you
have to say “but what I really mean is” then you should say what you mean in the first place. A
proof should be able to stand alone, and should not need its author around to explain it.Of
course, even the most elegant style of writing will not save a proof if the reasoning is wrong,



and you never want to make a statement in a proof that you are not sure of. It is not a proof
until you are sure that it is a proof. Above all, you should never try to pull the wool over
anyone’s eyes.As a simple (probably deceptively simple) example, suppose that we want to
prove the following theorem.Theorem. If all men are mortal and Socrates is a man, then
Socrates is mortal.A good proof should look something like: Since Socrates is a man and all
men are mortal, it follows that Socrates is mortal.You may protest that it does not say anything
(and indeed it does not say much because the example is so simple), and you may be tempted
to pad it a little: Since Socrates is a man and all men are mortal, it follows that Socrates is
mortal because if he were not then he would not be a man. It isn't wrong, but the padding is
obvious and should probably be avoided. One kind of padding that should absolutely be
avoided is anything like: Since Socrates is a man and all men are mortal and a pound of lead
weighs the same as a pound of feathers, it follows that Socrates is mortal. You should never
include irrelevant statements in a proof even if they are true. (It is not always so blantantly
obvious, and you may find yourself doing it if you are not careful.)Proving a theorem sometimes
involves a good deal of creativity and clever thinking; it always involves a complete
understanding of what the theorem says and of what you have to work with. Once it is proved,
a theorem is another tool that may help in proving a later one, so you should learn and
understand each one, even if you are not the first one in the class to prove it.Topology is a very
visual subject and you will find that ideas of how to start a proof will often occur to you if you
draw a picture of the situation at hand. It is true that a picture is not a proof, but a well drawn
picture is often an indispensable aid to proving theorems in topology; you should draw a lot of
them as you work through this book.Many of the theorems that you are asked to prove are “if
and only if” theorems. An if and only if statement is really two statements in one, the “if” part
and the “only if” part. For example, consider the statement 2x = 4 if and only if x = 2. The two
statements in this single if and only if statement are the if part: if x = 2, then 2x = 4, and the
only if part: if 2x = 4, then x = 2. It is not really very important to know which is which; however,
hints are often given in the text for one part or the other, and it is easier to use the hint if you
know to which part it applies. To decide which is which, eliminate the words “only if” to get the if
part, and eliminate the word “if” to get the only if part. Thus, in “2x = 4 if and only if x = 2,” the if
part is “2x = 4 if x = 2” which, in better order, is “if x = 2, then 2x = 4.” The only if part is “2x = 4
only if x = 2.” Changing “only if” to “implies,” this is “2x = 4 implies x = 2,” which is the same as
“if 2x = 4, then x = 2.”Another expression is sometimes used for if and only if. We can say “2x =
4 if and only if x = 2” by saying “a necessary and sufficient condition that 2x = 4 is that x = 2.”
The necessity is the only if part, and the sufficiency is the if part.Some people abbreviate “if
and only if” by “iff” or by “!Ô.”One final word about the hints. There is almost always more than
one way to prove a theorem, and you may come up with a different proof than the hint
suggests. By all means, do so! The hints are meant to help you get started if you need some
help, and are definitely not meant to limit your imagination. Besides, your proof might even be
better than the one suggested.
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